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This thesis is an attempt to analyze Roman portraiture
so as to deduce, if possible, "Certain Characteristic Features
of the Roman Profile". That is, "by measurements and observations,
I intend to discover if any facial profile characteristics would
be predominant in an average group of Roman citizens. Did the
majority of the Romans really have convex or convex-sinuous nose
ridges? Did they have relatively low foreheads? Such questions
I am attempting to answer. But I am not trying to establish any
ethnological or anthropological conclusions concerning the Romans.
My mode of procedure and my data would be almost worthless for
any such purpose. Emphasis, rather, has been laid upon the indi-
vidual characteristics, and for that purpose a modified form of
Bertillon's System of Anthropometric Identification has been used.
As a first crude effort, this report is naturally full of errors,
due largely to the fact that I spent a long time in establishing
Norms or standards for making my judgment observations. What
seemed "medium" to me at one time, perhaps seemed "large" or
"small" at another. My purpose in submitting this thesis is not
to proclaim any startling conclusion I may have deduced, but
rather to present for criticism the method that I have employed.
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J. J. Bernoulli in his "Romische Ikonographie" makes
the following statement concerning the beginnings of "Portrat-
bildnerei" among the Romans: "Seit wann die Bildniskunst von den
Pbmern Geubt wurde, Oder wann Zuerst offentliche Bildnisstatnen
von ifvnen aufgestellt wurden, lasst sich nicht mehr genau bestira-
men. Doch ist es eine echt italische, nicht erst von Griechenland
heriiberverpflanzte Sitte. Denn sie bestand schon lange vor dem
Beginn dee Einflusses Griechischer Fultur, mindestens ira vierten,
und wie es scheint, schon im fiinften Jahrhundert vor Christo".*
That portraiture among the Romans was a very ancient custom is
shown in one way by the number of references made by classical
authors to ancient statues still surviving in the beginning of our
2
era. Many of these statues, it is true, were late forgeries
(as, for example, the one connected with the inscription quoted
in Dessau: Inscriptiones Latinae selectae, I, No. 644 ) but still
there is every possibility that the majority were genuine. In
fact in some cases the erection can only be explained as a direct
sequence to the occasion calling them forth. 5 Bernou lli, for
example, dwells upon the statement that statues of the four am-
bassadors killed by the Fidenati (438 or 436) were set up on the
Hoi. I, p. 1.
2 For lists of citations from classical authors see Ber.
,
R.I.,
p. 1-4; Detlefsen, De Arte Romanorum antiquissima, Part II.
Oluckstadt, 1868.
3Quarum quidem numerue maior est illis, aetas incertior; nam in
universum id auctorum studium agnoscitur, ut statuas eadem
fere aetate positaS esse sibi persuaserint, qua vixerint hom-
ines, quorum memoriae dicatae erant. " Detlefsen, op.oit.,p.l.
4 For discussion of this inscription see Detlefsen, op.cit.,p.4.
"Ipsum titulum ad statuam Romuli tpoTra_io<bopoV~ pertinuisse
crediderim propter mentionem spoliorum opi-norum".
Bernoulli, R.T., I, p. 2.
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Rostrum^. He argues that the Roman senate would have no reason,
in later times, after the passing of many generations and the
utter destruction of Fidenae, to erect such a memorial for an
event of only temporary significance. '
Another plausible argument for the early use of por-
traiture among the Romans, can be based, I think, upon the Etrus-
can influence on Roman art. It is fairly well agreed that Roman
art was not original. "Its chief sources were Etruscan and Greek.
It began with the former but soon passed into the latter; not
to any great extent, however, until Rome had come into touch with
the treasures of Greece and the luxuries of the East".
Now the Etruscans, sometimes called the great tomb
building race, decorated their sepulchres not only with elaborate
paintings depicting scenes from the lives of the deceased, but
also with effigies in stone, sometimes in free statues, but
mainly in reliefs on sarcophagi and cinerary urns." Sittl says,
"In der Graber selbst scheinen die angehorigen Portrat statu en
der verstorbenen gestellt zu haben".^ As to the character of
Etruscan portrait sculpture Dennis says, "There is often great
|Livy, IV, 17; Cic, Phil., IX, 2,4; Plin., H.Nat., XXXIV, 33.
^Bernoulli, R.I., I, pp. 3-3.
®Coins of the R. Republic in the Brit. Mus., I, XCVI.
9Dennis, Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria I, Introd.
,
LXXV; cf.
I, 399; II, 375 ff. See also Jules Martha, L'art-Etrusque,
ch. XIII.
10Hdbch. der klase. Altersturas-Wi s senshaft, VI, p. 571.
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boldness and expression in Etruscan sculpture, and generally
much truth to Nature". 1 * The numerous painted tombs show, of
course, various stages in the development of the art of painting
yet some of the walls at Cerv/etrix, Tarquinii, Orvieto, Chiusi,
and Vulci, show exquisite examples of portraiture.^ Certainly
this important Etruscan custom and phase of Etruscan art,— name-
ly portraiture,— was not without its effect upon the Romans.
It is quite true that we have no remains of early
Roman portraiture existing to-day, but I do not think one should
therefore assume that Roman portraiture was merely transplanted
Greek art blossoming out with such strength and vigor during the
last days of the Roman Republic, — "a sort of decadent anti-
13
climax to the art of Greece". That we lack such specimens does
not necessarily prove their non-existence. Nor do (the) "Miserae
illae Artis antiquioris reliquae" show that Roman art during the
early centuries was of a primitive order, for these are not
examples of (the) "Cultioris artis" but as Detlefsen says,
"Maxima pars a sordidis hominibus in usum domesticura factae suntr
A. Furtwangler and H. L. Urlichs in "Greek and Roman Sculpture"
say, "Hellenistic Art did not experience an immediate development
on Roman soil. On crossing to Rome, Greek art was met by a
comparatively advanced, specifically Italian portrait art. This
f-JDennis, Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria, I, Introd. , LXXVI.
12Dennis, op.cit., I, Introd., LXXXV; cf. I, 360-363; II, 55-58,
330, 333, 333. See also Jules Martha, L'art-Etrusque, ch.XIV.
13Mrs. A. Strong, Roman Sculpture, p. 8.
l^Detlefsen, de Arte Romanorum Antiquissiraa, I, p. 1.
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art is represented in the numerous Etruscan portraits preserved,
of which the uncompromising fidelity to nature, places them in
the front rank of realistic workr*^ The remarkable manner in
which Greek art prospered at Rome would itself show that it re-
ceived some stimulus in Italy. °
But there is no doubt of the fact that it was the com-
bination of the old Italic custom of setting up effigies of the
dead and statues of distinguished citizens that brought Roman
portraiture to its high point of artistic development. 17 When
Greek art in itself was declining it passed over to the West and
showed that it still had power enough to help develop new phases}®
yet it did not entirely wipe out the national character of the
Roman art.^ "Nor", says Mrs. Strong, "should it be forgotten,
-
as it too often is by all schools of Archaeology,- that the old
native Etrusco-Roman art upon which the later Hellenism was
grafted, remained a factor to be reckoned with. Roman Imperial
art is not a mere continuation of Hellenic or Hellenistic art -
it is Roman art plus the Hellenistic influence. It was probably
the genuine Roman element that kept art in the third and fourth
centuries from complete degeneracy.
15p. 204.
l^Mrs. A. Strong, Roman Sculpture.
l?Cf. A. Furtwangler and H. L. Urlichs, Greek and Roman Sculpture,
p. 194.
rrCf. Strong, Roman Sculpture, p. 34, (Quotation from Vernon Lee)
^Cf. Gardner, Hbk. of Greek Sculpture, p. 494.
2
^Strong, Roman Sculpture, p. 18.
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One of the most important characteristics of Roman
portraiture, is the custom of portraying prominent citizens upon
the currency of the day. Due to religious scruples the obverse
side of the coins was for a long time reserved for likeness of
the Gods, but during the firBt half of the first century B.C.
,
"some of the Moneyera, who were members of the patrician
families went one step further (in changing the character of the
obverse side of coins) and extolled the antiquity of their sup-
posed ancestors 11 . * At this time the head of Tatius appears up-
on the coins of L. Titurius Sabinus and T. Veltius Sabinus; that
of Numa Pompilius and of Ancus Marcus on those of the Marcii;
that of Numa Pompilius on those also of C. Calpurnius Pi so; that
of Quirinus on the coins of C. Memraius; that of Fontus, son of
Janus, on those of C. Fonteius. Then, later, Moneyers began to
use the portraits of less remote ancestors, who had distinguished
themselves in the behalf of the State. In 91 B.C. Cn. Cornelius
Blasio introduced the portrait of his ancestor Cornelius Scipio
Africanus the Elder, upon his coins, but it is some years before
33
these family portraits upon coins became very common. We find
among such portraits, those of Marcus Junius Brutus, C. Servilius
Ahala, M. Claudius Marcellus, C. Coelius Caldus, Sulla, C. Curtiue
Resto, and L. Livineius Regulus. These did not pretend to be




Ibid. , XCIII. See on the same page a list of Romans whose por-
traits are found on coins of this period.
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true portraits, but merely historical memorials. The final
step in removing the sanctity of the obverse side was the in-
troduction of the portraits of living persons. This was ac-
complished by the Senate itself, when in 44 B.C. "it ordered
that a portrait and effigy of Caesar Bhould be placed on the
coinage". 24 Caesar was the first to fill a space previously
reserved for divinities and the great heroes of the past. 25 From
the time of Caesar on, true portraiture became quite common, es-
pecially during the imperial period, when the coins are often
our only reliable iconographical evidence concerning the rulers.
Another important factor in the history of Roman por-
traiture was the custom of making wax masks ( imagines ) of the
deceased. 2^ In fact it is claimed by some that in the busts of
the later Republic it seemed as if the artists had used the
imagines as their models. But to just what extent the ius
imaginum affected the making of portraits in stone and bronze
can only be conjectured. But Bernou Hi says that the custom
of making wax imagines "stent im engsten Zusammenhang mit der
Entwicklung der Portr'atplastik in Italien", and must have been
^Grueber, Coins of the Roman Republic in the Brit. Museum, I,
XCII ff
24 Ibid . \ 1,'xCIV, also Dion Cassius, XLIV, 4.
25Grueber, op.cit., I, XCV.
26E. A. Gardner, Hdbk. of Greek Sculpture, p. 513; J. J. Ber-




of some "ikoni sober Bedeutung".
Roman portraiture, then, considered as material for
the study of the Poman features is a combination of the exacting
Italic realism and the Hellenic idealism, which beautified the
former and raised it to the plane of art. In making our con-
clusions concerning the Poman features, however, we have several
things to guard against, especially during the imperial period.
The portraits of the rulers naturally tend to conform to pre-
conceived types °and acquire a sort of "imperial cast of features
It is probably true, also, that the portraits of the different
periods conform to a certain style or type, influenced perhaps
by the ruling emperors. For example, during the Flavian period
"the furrows of the brow, and of the corners of the nose and
mouth are sharply chiselled, in a manner noted by Mr. Crowfoot
29
as typical of Flavian heads". Also "the drawing of the mouth
and eyes, the contour and pose of the head, the shape of the
bust, are all distinctly Flavian". 129 Again this influence might
even have gone so far as to copy certain features, as for instance
giving a slight convexity to the nose, simply because the emperor
has a convex nose. In fact "the character and even the features
J. Bernoulli, Poman Ikonographie, I, 4 f.
-^Mrs. A. Strong, Roman Sculpture, 358.
29Mrs. A. Strong, Poman Sculpture, 364.
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of the reigning emperor and empress are often reflected in con-
temporary portraits of other persons, so that it is often
possible to date them by this resemblance.*^ Gardner, too,
speaks of two classes of portrait-statues; " effigies togatae " -
representing men in the usual garb of civil life - and " statuae
Achilleae " "fancy portraits in a conventional heroic
31pose". Of course these " statuae achil l eae " usually required a
conventional treatment of the subject. But despite these de-
fects the individuality is never entirely suppressed even in the
last days of the empire.
3







I_. The Nose .
As a rule, I made six observations upon the profile
of the nose:
a. Measurement of the height.
b. Measurement of the projection.
c. Measurement of the root cavity.
d. Classification of the ridge.
e. Classification of the base.
f. Classification of the tip.
As for the height of the nose, I have taken the verti-
cal distance between the middle of the root cavity and the point
of intersection of the face and the edge of the wing of the nose,
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"The root of the nose is that transverse concavity more or less
accentuated, which always exists at the top of the nose, be-
tween the eyes and beneath the base of the forehead. "* The
projection of the nose is the horizontal distance from the point
of intersection of the face and the edge of the wing of the
nose and the tip of the nose. The tip of the nose is the point
2
where the lobule begins to turn back upon itself. The root
cavity is measured by drawing a line from the tip of the nose to
the middle of the glabella and taking the perpendicular dis-
tance of the center of the cavity from this line. If, however,
the sinuous projection (the hump often noticed along the ridge
of the nose, just below the root cavity) extends beyond a line
connecting the tip of the nose and glabella, the measurement is
taken from a line connecting the highest point of the sinuous
projection and the glabella.
In classifying the ridges of the nose, I have adopted
Eertillon's six classes4 with certain modifications.
a. The rectilinear class - the line
of the ridge between the root cavity and the
tip is straight.
b. The rectilinear - sinuous class - the
bone of the nose has made a hump in the ridge
••Bertillon, "Signaletic Instructions, including theory and prac-
tice of anthropometrical identification, 154.
2Bertillon, op. cit., 154.
^Eertillon, op. cit., plate 60, c. Bertillon makes no attempt





80 that a line passing over the tip of the
nose and the top of the sinuous projection
shows a cavity between the tip and the pro-
jection about equal to the cavity between
the line and the root.
c. The convex class - the line of the
ridge is a convex curve.
d. The convex- sinuous class - the
convex curve is interrupted by a sinuous
projection. A nose is considered convex-
sinuous if a line passing over the tip of the
nose and the sinuous projection touches the
face above the root cavity; or if the cavity
between the root and the line is larger than
the cavity between the bump and the tip of the
nose.
e. The concave class - the line of the
ridge is a concave curve.
f. The concave-sinuous class - the con-
cave curve is interruptedby the sinuous pro-
jection.
The bases of the noses are classified into Bertillon's
three classes :^
a. The horizontal class - the line
of the edge of the wing is perpendicular to
Bertillon, op. oit., p. 48.
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the line of the vertical height of the
face.
b. The depressed class - the line of
the edge of the wing shows that the tip of
the nose is on a lower horizontal plane
than is the point of intersection of the
base line and the face.
c. The elevated class - the line of
the edge of the wing shows that the tip
of the nose is on a higher horizontal plane
than is the point of intersection of the
base line and the face.
The tips of the noses are arranged into three classes:
a. The sharp class - the tip is
decidedly pointed,
b. The blunt class - the tip is rather
rounded and sometimes even bulging.
c. The medium class - a normal tip.
As the tips are classified upon judgment observations,
I do not consider my data upon them very satisfactory.
II . The Lips .
Five observations were made upon the lips:°
a. Measurement of the Naso-labial height.
b. Classification of lip prominence.
c. Classification of lip adherence.
d. Classification of the borders.
e. Classification of the thicknesses
6BerUUpn f op. oit. r p.tso _
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The nasal-labial height is the vertioal distance between
the point of intersection of tne face and the edge of the wing
of the nose, and the point midway between the two lips. In ob-
serving lip prominence, I have determined which lip, if either,
protrudes more than the other. 7 Lip adherence is arranged in
three classes:
a. The close class - the lips are close to the teeth.
b. The medium class - the lips are normal.
c. The protruding class - the lips are protruding.
It is possible for each one of a pair of lips to be in
a different class. The borders of the lips are arranged into
three classes:
a. The narrow class.
b. The medium (normal) class.
c. The wide class.
Both lips do not necessarily belong to the same class. The
thicknesses of the lips are arranged into four classes:
a. The thin class.
b. The medium (normal) class.
c. The thick class.
d. The very thick class.
III . The Forehead.
Two observations were made upon the forehead:
a. Measurement of the height.
b. Classification of the inclination.
The height, as I have taken it, is the vertical distance
7Bertillon, op. cit., p. 180.
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between the hair line and the middle of the root cavity. As
the Romans were very fond of allowing their hair to fall over
the foreheads in order to make the foreheads appear low, it was
often difficult to estimate the position of the hair line. The
inclination of the forehead comes under one of three classes,
8
a. The vertical class.
b. The receding class.
c. The medium class.
EL* 2*2 Chin.
The observations made upon the chin were:
a. The measurement of the height.
b. Classification of the inclination.
c. Classification of the ball.
The height of the chin is the vertical distance between
the mouth opening and the bottom of the chin. The inclination
of the chin falls under one of three heads:
a. The vertical class.
b. The receding class.
c. The protruding class.





8Cf. Bertillon, op. cit., plates 31, 32. Also see diagrams p. 51.
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V. The general Contour . 9
The observations upon the general contour of the pro-
file are:
a. Classification of projection of jaw.
b. Classification of frontal-nasal profile.
The classes of jaw projection are:
a. Prognathic - the lower part of the face is
distinctly protruding.
c. Small - the profile of the lower part of the
face is receding.
d. Nasal - prognathic - the chin and the forehead
jaw-bone are protruding.
In the above classification I realize I am using the words
"prognathic" and "orthognathic" in a slightly different sense
from that which they are used in craniometry, where they are
employed in reference to faces of certain definite gnathic indiceB:
The kinds of frontal-nasal profiles are:
a. Rectilinear - the lines of the forehead
and of the nose ridge are almost continuous, the
nose ridge usually being rectilinear. This is the
so-called "classic Greek profile".
b. Normal - the line of the nose ridge and
of the forehead are parallel, or nearly so.
c. Angular - the line of the nose ridge and
of the forehead form a distinct angle.




Abbreviations used in the tabulations .
In citations
Eer. = J. J. Bernoulli, Romische Ikonographie.
Grueber = Grueber, coins of the Roman Republic in the Brit-
ish Museum.
E. Strong = Eugenie Strong, Roman Sculpture.
A. J. A. = American Journal of Archaeology.
In the characteristics of the profile to be observed
a. Nose c. Lips
H. = height. P. = prominence.
P. = projection. A. = adherence.
R.C. root-cavity. B. border.
R. * ridge. T. * thickness,
B. « base. N. = naso-labial height.
T. « tip.
b. Forehead d. Chin
I. = inclination. I. - inclination.




F.N. = frontal-nasal profile.
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III. In the Data
1. ang. angular.
2. "bl. * blunt.
3. Cave. - concave.
4. Cave. s. concave- sinuous.
5. CI. - close.
6. dep. » depressed.
7. el. - elevated.
8. nor. - horizontal.
9. low. lower.
10. 1. = loose.
11. med. medium.
12. n. - narrow.
13. no. = none.
14. nor. = normal.
15. 0. = orthognathic.
16. pr. = prominent; protruding.
17. prog. = prognathic.
18. rec. = receding.
19. rect. rectilinear.
20. rect. s. = rectilinear-sinuous.
21. sh. = sharp.
22. sm. ss small
23. t. = thick.
24. upp. = upper.
25. v. = very.
26. ve. - vertical

-18-
37. vex. * convex.
38. vex. s. = convex- sinuous.
29. w. = wide.
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When one remembers that observations have been made
upon only about two hundred fifty portraits and these portraits
represent the Romans^- who lived in the period of time extending
from the last centuries of the Republic to the end of the empire,
it will be seen how absurd it would be to make any sweeping
conclusions concerning the Roman profile. I can only point out
what the data seem to show concerning this select group. The
most striking discovery was the fact that the so-called Roman
nose2 was not the predominant type. In fact among the profiles
measured there are one hundred thirteen rectilinear and rectil-
inear sinuous ridges, one hundred eighteen convex and convex
sinuous ridges, and thirty-three concave and concave sinuous rid-
ges. There is not even a good majority of the Roman nose type,
not to speak of enough to establish a predominance. As the
group contains portraits of the most famous and best known Ro-
mans, it ia rather surprising to find in it so few examples of
this supposedly Roman characteristic. Certainly if the belief
that the typical nose of the Romans was convex is based upon
observation, the group I have worked with would have been con-
sidered.
^The list also contains portraits of many foreigners which would
have to be omitted in making a more accurate analysis of the
Roman profiles. The number of these foreign-born Roman citi-
zens is not large enough to entirely invalidate the results,
nor do the measurements of their profiles differ much from
2 the measurements of the other faces.
A nose with either a convex or convex sinuous ridge.
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It is interesting to note at this point what Maurice
Fishberg says concerning the typical Jewish nose. In drawing and
literature, the Jew is almost invariably represented with at
least one so-called Semitic characteristic - the convex nose.
Yet Dr. Fishberg finds3 "unter 3836 Juden und 1384 Judinnen
(lauter Erwachsenen) in der Stadt New York betrug der Prozentsatz
der verschiedenen Naeen:
( Juden) (Judinnen)




Piatt und Ereitnase 6.43 14.03"
Can it be that the belief that the Poraans and the Jews have the
convex nose as an ethnic characteristic, is absolutely contrary
to the facts?
Feeling that possibly the typical Poman nose varied at
different periods of history, I noted the distribution of the




SRassenmerkmale der Juden, p. 53.
4 The following table includes observations on more portraits




Vol.1 7ol.II-l Vol.T.I-2 Vol.II-3
Convex and
convex- sinuous 23 21 28 55
Rectilinear and
rectilinear-sinuous 34 33 13 42
Concave and
concave-sinuous
__6 __7 __4 22
Total number of
ridges 63 61 45 119
My data instead of showing that the convex ridge was the typical
rid=re when the Roman stock was still pure, and that the rectil-
inear ridge was later bred into the race, seem to show that the
contrary might even have been the case. During the Republican
period the rectilinear ridge is in the majority, being found
on over one-half of the portraits observed. The proportional
number of rectilinear ridges gradually declines, however, and in
the later Empire is found less often than the convex ridge,
which occurs in nearly fifty per cent of the observed cases. Of
course, it is often maintained that the conventional treatment
of portraiture by the artists at different periods is responsible
for the variation found. On the early coins of the Republic,
for example, the deities are almost always represented with
rectilinear nose ridges. Now when human portraits were substi-
tuted for these pictures of the Gods, it might be said that the
noses were all made rectilinear, especially since Greek artists
were often hired to make the dies. 5 However, on examining the




data, it is found that of the rectilinear and rectilinear-sinuous
ridges in Bernoulli's "Romische Ikonographie", Vol. I, nineteen
of the thirty-four are on the coins, while of the convex ridges
thirteen of the twenty-three are upon coins. Certainly this
could not place any charge of conventional treatment upon the
moneyers at least.
It is also interesting to note my results concerning
the height of the forehead in its relation to the height of the
nose. The relationships vary greatly from 70$ to 183$, with the
greatest number between 120f and 130$, with the majority above
130$ and with only 17 foreheads below 100$. These figures seem
to show that the Poraans had a relatively high forehead.
Concerning the other details of the Foman profile, the
graphs and the tables seem to show either that one can not speak
of any single characteristic detail of the Roman facial profile,
or, as Dr. Oldfather has suggested, that the Roman artists were
more bent upon producing an illusion in their portraiture than
upon accurately reproducing the human features. Whatever con-
clusions I may have suggested, can not be final, first, because
of the small number of observed oases, and, second, because of




Tables derived from the data of Part III - E of this thesis
I. Chin


































. Distribution of kinds of lip adherence - both lips
not alike.
1. close 2 lower.
2. medium 2 upper . 11 lower.
3. protruding. . . .14 upper . 3 lower.




B a . Distribution of kinds of lip border - both lips not
alike.
1. narrow 20 upper . 2 lower.
2. medium 8 upper . 17 lower.
3. wide 2 upper . 14 lower.










4. very thick 50
Da . Distribution of kinds of lip thickness - both lips not
alike.
1. thin 6 upper . . 1 lower.
2. medium 4 upper . . 9 lower.
3. thick
4. very thick. . . 2 upper . . 4 lower.
V. Nose
A. Distribution of kinds of nose ridges.
1. rectilinear 82
2. rectilinear- sinuous .... 31
3. concave 28
4. concave- sinuous 5
5. convex 84
6. convex- sinuous 34
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